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Do these shapes tessellate? Write ‘yes’ or ‘no’.

Which shapes would measure area well? Color them.

Did you choose shapes that tessellate? 

Why?

Shapes that
tessellate fit
together
without gaps.

Georgia used bottle tops to measure the area of the
table top. She drew a grid to show how it looked.

Draw grids to show how you would measure the
area of the tabletop with:

Which items tessellated? Color them.

Which would be the best unit to use?

Why?

books margarine lids base 10 flats

shells dominoes leaves

tissues plates shoes
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ANSWER KEY

Do these shapes tessellate? Write ‘yes’ or ‘no’.

Which shapes would measure area well? Color them.

Did you choose shapes that tessellate? 

Why?

Shapes that
tessellate fit
together
without gaps.

Georgia used bottle tops to measure the area of the
table top. She drew a grid to show how it looked.

Draw grids to show how you would measure the
area of the tabletop with:

Which items tessellated? Color them.

Which would be the best unit to use?

Why?

books margarine lids base 10 flats

shells dominoes leaves

tissues plates shoes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Books, base 10 flats, dominoes and tissues 

Yes

Because only those shapes that tesselate can completely cover an 

area without gaps and can be used for measuring it.

Because these tessellate and cover the surface without a gap.
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